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Topological defects in schlieren textures of biaxial and uniaxial nematics
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Monte Carlo and theoretical studies of thin 3D films of biaxial and uniaxial nematics with tangential
boundary conditions show distinct differences in structure and evolution of topological defects. In the uniaxial
films, defects of strengthk561 are point defects that bear no bulk singularity and disappear by annihilation
with each other. In the biaxial films,k561 defects are true singular bulk disclinations that split into pairs of
k561/2 lines; the latter disappear by annihilation processes of the type11/221/250. These observed
differences are of relevance for the current debate on the existence of biaxial phases.
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Biaxial nematics~BNs! are currently the target of a fasc
nating and controversial search@1#. They have been pre
dicted by theory@2# and observed by computer simulatio
for lattice @3#, hard core@4#, and attractive-repulsive Gay
Berne@5# systems, but their existence in real thermotropic
still questioned@6#. In particular, deuterium NMR~DNMR!
could not find evidence of phase biaxiality@7,8# in various
mesogens claimed to be BN on the basis of conosco
While the interpretation of DNMR is straightforward, th
method is not very sensitive to small biaxialities and thu
complementary reliable and sensitive optical techniq
would be highly desirable to establish the existence or no
this new phase of matter. Optical probing of topological d
fects is of special interest, since the symmetry difference
biaxial and uniaxial order might lead to drastic differences
the properties of defects in BN and uniaxial nematics~UNs!
@9,10#. Chandrasekharet al. @11#, noticed that polarizing-
microscope textures of their candidate BN contained o
defects of half integer and never of integer strength. Si
the UN phase shows defects of both types, the observa
was suggested as a diagnostic test for biaxiality@11#. How-
ever, topologically integer lines are allowed in BN@9#, thus
the test relies on energetic rather than topological featu
i.e., the appearance of defects should depend not only on
symmetry of the nematic phase, but also on the relative
ues of elastic constants and of surface anchoring. Ther
then a strong need for a detailed analysis of the difference
be expected in biaxial and uniaxial thin films, as used
experiments. Here we investigate the features in the de
structure of UN and BN by Monte Carlo~MC! @3,12# and
analytical techniques@9#. We simulate the schlieren texture
@11# of nematic films with tangential~in-plane! boundary
conditions~BC! starting from the lattice model Hamiltonian

UN5 (
i , j PF
iÞ j

F i j 1J(
i PF
j PS

F i j , ~1!

whereF, S are the set of particles~spins! in the bulk and at
the surfaces, respectively, andF i j is the pair potential@3#
depending on the relative orientationv i j of the two particles,
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F i j 52e i j $P2~cosb i j !12l@R02
2 ~v i j !1R20

2 ~v i j !#

14l2R22
2 ~v i j !%. ~2!

The particle positions are fixed at the sites of a sim
N3N3d cubic lattice and the strength of interactione i j is
e>0, wheni and j are the nearest neighbors and zero oth
wise.v[(a,b,g) is the set of Euler angles for the orient
tion of a particle.P2 is a second Legendre polynomial an
Rmn

L are combinations of Wigner functions, symmet
adapted for theD2h group of the two particles@3,12#. l is a
molecular biaxiality parameter, whenl50, F i j reduces to
the Lebwohl-Lasher potential for UN@13#. Tangential BC are
set by fixing random (x,y) in-plane orientations of the direc
tor n ~orientation of the longest molecular axes! at the top
and bottom surfaces and a random alignment of the ortho
nal directors l̂ and m̂. We leave empty space at the fou
lateral faces of the lattice which is updated following M
tropolis @14,15#. We simulate lattices of various sizes forl
50,0.2,0.25,0.3 at some selected temperaturesT* 5kT/e
and different couplings with the surfaces, in particular,J
51/2. Simulations start with bulk spins perpendicular to t
surfaces to avoid any in-plane bias. The polarizing mic
scope textures were simulated using Mu¨ller matrices@12,16#.

UN simulations show that a typical coarsening netwo
involves mainly defects with four dark brushes and stren
k561 ~the director rotates by 2p around the defect center!,
Fig. 1. The defects disappear by pair annihilation1121
50, as illustrated by the pair enclosed by a square in F
1~b!. The defectsk561 are not singular, asn̂ reorients
along the vertical axis, Fig. 1~d!. In contrast to the well
known ‘‘escape into third dimension’’ in a cylindrical samp
@17,18#, surface anchoring at the bounding plates hinders
orientation by forming a pair of point defects—boojums
capping the line at the plates.

For BN simulations@3#, Fig. 2 clearly shows a differenc
with UN: althoughk561 defects do appear at the begi
ning of simulations, they quickly split into two-brushed d
fects withk561/2. Similarly to the escape into third dimen
sion in UN,n̂ in k561 defects reorients along the axis, Fi
3; however, this escape ofn̂ implies a singularity inl̂ andm̂.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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Qualitatively, such a hybrid character~escapedn̂ and singu-
lar l̂ , m̂) of k561 disclinations can be explained by the fa
that the elastic constantKn associated withn̂ is larger than
Kl , Km @19#. Kn is unlikely to be very different from the
valuesK in UN, whereasKl , Km are generally smaller, es
pecially near the BN-UN transition. Thek561/2 lines do
not show escape ofn̂. Apparently, the splitting ofk561
lines into k561/2 pairs reduces the elastic energy asso
ated with Kn ; this and other elastic features are analyz
below. We start with UN elasticity and to study the schlier
textures in a cell with an infinitely strong degenerate tang
tial anchoring, we consider a cylindrical domain of radi
R@d and radial orientation ofn̂ at R. The equilibrium struc-

FIG. 1. Evolution of a UN texture for a 1203120316 lattice at
T* 50.4 andJ51/2 after 2~a!, 5 ~b!, and 60~c! kcycles. Optical
parameters: refractive indicesnx5ny51.5 andnz51.7 @16#, film
thicknessd55.3mm and light wavelength 545 nm.~d! Vertical
cross section of thek51 defect.

FIG. 2. @~a!-~d!# from top left to bottom right!. Evolution of a
BN texture (l50.2) for a 120312038 lattice atT* 50.1 andJ
51/2 after 5~a!, 9 ~b!, 13 ~c!, and 60~d! kcycles. Here we employ
nx51.54, ny51.51, andnz51.61.
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ture should~a! minimize the elastic energy functional, writ
ten in the one-constant approximation and in cylindrical c
ordinates (r ,f,z) as

Fu5
K

2E0

2p

dfE
2d/2

d/2

dzE
0

R

@~div n̂!21~curl n̂!2#rdr ~3!

and~b! satisfy the BCnr(r ,f,6d/2)5nr(R,f,z)51. There
are two planar structures that satisfy BC atz56d/2: a sin-
gular k51 line with the energy@20#

Fsing
u 5pKd~ ln~R/r 1!1u1!, ~4!

and a pair of singular linesk15k251/2 at a distanceL!R
with @21#

Fpair
u 5pKdS 1

2
ln

2R2

r 1/2L
12u1/2D , ~5!

r 1;r 1/2 are the molecular radii of the singular cores th
carry the normalized core energyu1;u1/2;1.

An analytical solution for the escaped disclinations
known only for infinitely long cylindrical samples but not fo
flat films with anchoring atz56d/2. To find the solution for
the axially symmetrick51 line in a flat sample, we employ
the free energy

Fax5pKE
2d/2

d/2

dzE
0

R

drF ru ,z
2 1ru ,r

2 1
sin2u

r

22u ,zsin2u1u ,rsin2uG , ~6!

valid for any axially symmetrical solution, escaped or n
with u(r ,z) the angle betweenn̂ and thez axis. The sub-
scripts after comma denote the corresponding spatial der
tives and the two last terms are complete differentials.
the escaped line in a film with an infinitely strong tangent

FIG. 3. Snapshots of the long~black! and short~grey! axis of
two orthogonal vertical sections of the biaxial lattice model ce
tered at the four brushes defect indicated in Fig. 2~c!.
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anchoring @u(0,z)50,u(r ,6d/2)5u(R,z)5p/2#, the u ,z
term integrates to zero and theu ,r term contributespKd. For
r @d, the surface anchoring dominates,u(r ,z)→(p/2), and
the bulk equilibrium equation

r 2u ,zz1r 2u ,rr 1ru ,r5sinu cosu ~7!

has a linearized solutionC(r ,z)5p/22u(r ,z), which is
even inz because of the symmetric BC atz56d/2,

C~r ,z!5 (
m>0

AmKn~qmr !cosqmz, ~8!

wheren5 i 5A21, qm5p(2m11)/d, andAm are numeri-
cal coefficients. The modified Bessel functionKi(qmr ) and
thusC have an exponential asymptotic decay@22#.

Dimensional analysis allows us to write the energy
escapedk51 line as

Fesc5pKd@ ln~R/d!1g#, ~9!

whereg is the universal numerical constant to be determin
To calculateg, we use the direct variational method. W
construct the probe function following the idea of Klem
@9# that the escapedk51 line perpendicular to a boundary
capped by a surface point defect—boojum. The function

u1~r ,z!5arctan
h d r

~d/2!22z2
, ~10!

with a dimensionless variational parameterh simulates an
escaped disclination capped by a radial boojum atz52d/2
and a hyperbolic boojum atz5d/2, but has to be modified to
yield the exponential decay ofC5(p/2)2u as r→`. We
do this in two different ways:~i! We restrictu1(r ,z) to a
cylindrical region 0,r ,a and useC(r ,z) outside it, choos-
ing the Am to provide continuity atr 5a. ~ii ! We directly
insert the exponential saturation top/2 into u1(r ,z) to get

u2~r ,z!5arctan
h d r exp~r /a!

~d/2!22z2
. ~11!

The minimum values ofg and the corresponding values
variational parametersa and h are: ~1! g54.187, a/d
50.1925, h50.9894 and~2! g54.196, a/d50.7105, h
50.8181. The values ofg for the different probe functions
are very close, and we conclude thatg54.1 within 2% ac-
curacy. According to Eqs.~4!, ~5!, and~9!, the escaped struc
ture is more stable than a singulark51 line when d
.r 1 exp(g2u1) and than a pair of singular linesk15k2

51/2 whend.Ar 1/2L/2exp(g22u1/2). Both conditions are
satisfied even for submicron cells,d.2002500 nm~cf. Fig.
1!. Soft anchoring would facilitate the escape even
smaller d. Note that the analysis above is valid when t
elastic constants are close, as in many low molecular we
materials.

We now turn to BN, whose elastic energy density can
approximated by neglecting the mixed elastic constants@23#;
in a one-constant model for each director,
03070
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2 $Kn@~div n̂!21~curl n̂!2#1Km@~div m̂!21~curlm̂!2#

1Kl@~div l̂ !21~curl l̂ !2#%. ~12!

We consider a strong homeotropic anchoring forl̂
@ l z(r ,f,6d/2)51# and radial orientation ofn̂ at the outer
cylinder, @nr(R,f,z)51#. The energy of planar (l̂5êz) dis-
clinations in BN is obtained replacingK in Eqs.~4!, ~5! with
Kn1Km . The escaped configuration in BN lowers the e
ergy by replacing the singularity inn̂ with that in the short
director l̂ @19#. WhenKl'Km , m̂ in the escaped configura
tion remains normal toêz (m̂5êf) and the free energy de
pends on the angleu(r ,z) betweenn̂ andz axis

Fax
b 5p~Kn1Kl !E

2d/2

d/2

dzE
r h

R

drF r ~u ,z
2 1u ,r

2 !1w
sin2u

r

22u ,z~12w cos2u!1wu ,rsin 2uG
1pd~Kl1Km!@ ln~R/r h!1uh#, ~13!

where w5(12j)/(11j) and j5Kl /Kn determine the ef-
fect of biaxiality; 0<j<1 is qualitatively similar tol in MC
simulations. The two last terms of the integrand are comp
differentials. For the escaped configuration with B
u(r h ,z)50, u(r ,6d/2)5u(R,z)5p/2, the u ,z term inte-
grates to zero, and theu ,r term contributesp(Kn2Kl)d.
Similarly to UN, the free energy of the escaped configurat
is

Fesc
b 5pd@Knln~R/d!1Kl ln~d/r b!1Kmln~R/r b!

1Kng~j!1~Kl1Km!ub#, ~14!

wherer b andub are the radius and the normalized energy
the core singular in bothl̂ and m̂; g(j) is the universal
dimensionless function determined below. To calculateg(j),
we use again the approaches~1! and ~2! of the UN case,
namely, the probe functionsu1(r ,z) supplemented by
C(r ,z) and u2(r ,z). The only difference is that in the lin
earized solution forC(r ,z), Eq. ~8! Kn should haven
5 iAw, because the bulk equilibrium Eq.~7! in BN is of the
form r 2u ,zz1r 2u ,rr 1ru ,r5wsinu cosu. Minimization of
Fesc

b with respect toa and h leads to theg(j), a(j), and
h(j) shown in Fig. 4. Whenj→1, then the nonlinear term
w decreases,w→0. Therefore, the linearized solutio
C(r ,z) ~8! is close to the exact one even for smallr /d. As
seen in Fig. 4, function no. 1 produces smaller values og
than no. 2 and the optimum radius of inner cylindera for the
probe function no. 1 shrinks asj increases. We now analyz
the stability of BN defects, Eqs.~4!, ~5!, and~14! assuming
r 1'r 1/2'r b , u1'u1/2'ub , and remembering thatK→Kn
1Km . We find the following cases.

~a! The escaped configuration is more stable than a sin
lar k51 line when d.dc15r b exp$@g(j)/(12j)#2ub%. The
condition d.dcr is satisfied in samples of reasonable s
~microns!, if the biaxiality is not very strong. For example
1-3
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even ifj50.8 andg'1.5, see Fig. 4, the critical thickness
rather small:dc1;103r b . This result agrees with the MC
data thatn̂ escapes in the disclinationsk561. For strong
biaxiality, j→1, dc1 diverges:Kl and Km become close to
Kn and the escape brings no energy gains.

~b! As compared to singular linesk15k251/2 separated
by L, the escaped configuration is stable whend.dc2

5Ar bL/2 (L/r b)j/(12j) exp@(g22ub)/(12j)#. If j&0.1 ~say,
near the BN-UN transition!, the escaped lines might be pr
ferred in samples of reasonable size. When the biaxialit
strong, any macroscopicL makes the pairk15k251/2 pref-
erable to the escaped line. E.g., withj50.3, one estimates
dc2;5L, a large quantity indeed. However, even in t
strongly biaxial system, the escaped configuration might

FIG. 4. Dependenciesg(j), a(j), andh(j) for probe functions
no. 1 and no. 2~see text!.
-
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be involved in the transformation of the planark561 line
into the pairk15k251/2. Escape ofk561 line is a process
with no energy barrier, while the splitting of a planark5
61 line into a pair of cores has a barrier;K per unit length.
MC simulations, Figs. 2 and 3, demonstrate indeed that
k561 lines first escape into the third dimension and th
split into pairs ofk15k2561/2 disclinations.

In summary, for UN schlieren textures, we have found
explanation for the observation that defects with four brus
correspond to surface point defects with escaped directo
the bulk. Even an infinitely strong surface anchoring can
prevent such an escape in the slabs of reasonable~submicron
and more! thickness. In BN, thek561 disclinations can be
hybrid: n̂ director escapes, whereas the ‘‘short’’ directo
form a singularity along the defect axis. Such an escap
favorable when the biaxiality is weak, i.e., the elastic co
stants for ‘‘short’’ directors are noticeably smaller than th
for n̂. If the biaxiality is strong, the planar disclinations ca
split into pairs ofk561/2 lines. However, the splitting is
not a universal feature of the biaxial phase: first, the esca
configurations might be stable for weak biaxiality; secon
they might appear as transient features when ak561 line
splits into a pair of singulark561/2 lines. Computer simu-
lations have allowed us to run virtual experiments show
differences in the optical textures of BN and UN and test
the theory.
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